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1. Introduction. The present paper continues the investigation 
of statistical methods in analysis of multivariate distributions 
which ha* been started in the paper , where the problem of para
meter estimation from a grouped sample for a hypothetical distribu
tion of a random vector was considered. The problem arised because of 
the condition that only one-dimensional (marginal) observed frequen
cies for each single variable (component of the vector) were available. 
This precludes the application of the classical ~i -test for goodness-
of-fit testing parameter estimation. For lack of an appropriate theory 
the above problem was usually being solved by a certain method based 
on summing up ~( ' в constructed for every one-dimensional (marginal) 
distribution. The incorrectness of the above heuristic method was 
shown in '. The correct T statistic that has an asymptotic % -
distribution in the case of testing simple hypothesis as well as in 
the case of parameter estimation was proposed in that paper too. 

However, the conventional parameter estimators minimizing % 
are asymptotically efficient among unbiased estimators from the grou
ped sample because they are asymptotically equivalent to the mnrtmum 
likelihood estimators for multinomial distributions (see ' , p. 426). 
Our statistic T depends on incomplete grouped frequencies» so the 
question of the efficiency of the estimator minimizing T m among all 
the unbiased estimators cannot be solved within the framework of the 
common theory based on Rao-Cramer inequality. Nevertheless we succeded 
in proving its asymptotical efficiency in the class of estimators mi
nimizing statistics that quadratically depend on the marginal observed 
frequencies. This statement is proved in the present paper. As an quan
titative illustration we compare the efficiency of the estimate mini
mizing Г_ with that of the estimate minimizing the marginal % * men
tioned above using the numerical example from . The first estimate 
proves to be much more efficient. For the example we have chosen a 
physical model - so called isobar model of pion-nucleon interactions 
'-*' with the production of an additional pion. The model as well as 
the setup of the whole problem was taken from experimental high-energy 
physics. 



2. Formulation of the problem and necessary conventions» How we 
give the exact formulation of our problem preserving all the notation 
from the parer ' . 

Let F be the distribution of a random vector (E.,Ep) inside 
a rectangle ТГ defined by inequalities E.s E- i E. and Eg* E„-S Eg. 
The intervals (E' E") and (E',E*) are subdivided into m- and HU sub-
intervals respectively creating a grid with m.x m 2 cells inside 7\ . 
The distribution F induces the discrete distribution p i i (Isi^m., 
1c jem,) of the probabilities that an observed value of the random 
vector belongs to the cells which we call the expected frequencies* 
Having a sample of size H we obtain the numbers Nj. of observations 
belonging to the cells which we call the observed frequencies. The 
values 

*i. - ̂  4i' »i. - £- Hi 
N . a - ^ « и « p.j • ^ Hi 

are called the marginal frequencies (the observed ones and the expec
ted ones). Let us introduce so-called "through" numeration for the 
marginal frequencies: % = \ . » Pfc " Pv. * о г кя1,...,а- and 
Nk+m, " H.k' Pk+m, " P.к f o r k " 1 " " » m

2 "id denote m - m, + aig . 
/1 у 

Let us remind some results of the paper ' needed for the fur
ther discussion. Denote by x the random colnm-vector 

• f Ht-HPl унр 2 V*s_^ 
" ^ '"TBT" "Vtm^; ' 

by u n and u 2 the column-vectors 
U ^ - ( V P 7 . . V P ? fp^.J • «1» • <ifpTi«Vp7i«»»t^^> 

and by v 1 and v_ their m-dimensional "extensions" 
v 1 " ( f P v « VP2 V ^ . «0» ° °> 
vf- (0,0,...,0,^,^7 V ^ ) 

(here and on T denotes transposition). The synaetric matrix V of 
order mxm is defined as follows: it consists of 4 blocks: 

I 
I -4—-i«. 

v i 2 ; v2 ] 

..T where V.,»>I -UjuJ , тг ш 1Юо" и2 и2 ( h e r e a n d l** e r °п ^ *e the 
kxk unit matrix) and the block V 1 2 consists of the elements 
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v . . p i f l - p i . p-.i_ 

(1i ism,, U js nig). 
As shown in , the vector x is asymptotically normal with 

the mean 0 and со variance matrix V. The eigenvalues ^tAg****^-^ m 
of V are defined in such a way that Л ,.=X 2=0 but generally Д , > 0 
(the case Л 3«=0 is a degenerate one and corresponds to a sort of de
terminate dependence between E. and E„). 

The above heuristic method of the sum of the marginal X ' s uses m the statistic T*x x. On the contrary, the statistic T proposed in /1/ Ф ш 

has the form T =x Qx where the "weight" symmetric matrix Q is the 
solution of the matrix equation 

ATQA = I - с c T - с c T , (1) 
"~ *т m 1 m. nig m 2 ' ч 

where c t is the m-vector consisting of m-1 zeroes and the only 
one at the k-th position, In its turn, the matrix A is a low-trian
gular one and satisfies the matrix equation 

AA T = V . (2) 
The equation set (1-2) is always compatible but does not define 

Q matrix uniquely. Precisely,if we consider Q and V as linear opera
tors in lR,m, Q is uniquely defined only in the (m-2)-dimensional vec
tor subspace LcTR, m which is orthogonal to the vectors v1 and v 2 

while the vectors Qv. and Qv 2 may take arbitrary values. If we rest
rict the operators Q and V to the subspace L then Q=V (L is an eig-
enspace for both operators). Since i£L our definition of Q matrix m defines the value of T =x Qx uniquely. 

The distribution У and the expected frequencies p.. and p i de
pend on parameters «...ot, oC„ (s<m-l). The parameter vectoroC = 
= (oi 1,... ,o<. ) is defined in a domain IC1R> . As in ' ' we suppose 
that 

(i) the functions p±AoC.,..., ota) have the continuous second 
derivatives; 

о о (ii) the "true" value ct„-(oC.,...,ot) of the parameter vector 
<£, is an inner point of I; 

(iii) p k ( o O > c 2 for some c>0 and for all k,«c ; 
(iv) the matrix D=(u p k/eex r), 1*k^m, Ц т « в is of rank s 

for all oC ; 
(v) A 3 > с for all oL ( Л 3 is the eigenvalue of V, see above). 
The latter condition is an extra one if comparing with the clas

sic case of estimating by minimum ̂ C method ( , p.p. 426-427). 
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The last notation from the paper ' ' we need is the matrix В 
of order mxa consisting of the elements (1/̂ ) р^^СЪ Pj/dotp) » 
1^ i$m, 1 $ r ^ s . The matrices V,Q,B and the vector x depend on the 
parameters « ^ ,...,<* 8 but in the subsequent formulae they are consi
dered only at the point o(. 0 for the "true" value of the parameter vec
tor. 

3. The main result» As shown in "' (see the formula (15)) the 
estimateo<. =(«.-,...,=*) of the parameters ot. ^,...roL by the mini
mum T„ method satisfies the relation 

m 
к-Ы0 = -A- (B T«B)- 1B TQx + -A- о (1) , (3) 

VN VN P 

where о (1) denotes a random vector approaching 0 in probability. 
As noted in ' the proof of (3) does not use the special form of Q 
matrix, i«e. it is valid for any symmetric positive definite matrix 
R smoothly depending on oC. Thus, the estimate o£ minimizing T K= 
« I B I satisfies the relation 

^ R - *•„ = -A- (B TRB)~ 1B TRx + -A- o_(1) . (4) 
Relation (4) implies the following lemma: 
Lemma 1. The vector VTl (« -°t 0) is asymptotically normal with 

the mean 0 and covarlance matrix 
C R ш (B TRB)~ 1B TRVBB(B TRB)" 1 . (5) 

-1 1 
Since Q*V in the subspace L we obtain QV = I - v-vJ -

•2*2 1 simplifying (5) for R=Q: 
C Q = (B TQB)" 1 . (6) 

The main result of the present paper is the following theorem: 
Ф Theorem 1. The estimator minimizing T «x Qx is asymptotically 

efficient in the class of estimators minimizing T R«x Rx with a sym
metric positive definite matrix R smoothly depending on oC . In other 
words the concentration ellipsoid defined by the covariance matrix C Q 

lies wholly within the concentration ellipsoid defined by any covari
ance matrix C D. 

/2/ 
Proof. It is known (see ' , p. 300) that the concentration el

lipsoid of an estimate of a s-dlmenslonal parameter with the covari
ance matrix С is defined by the equation y TC" 1y . a+2, where y-(y., 
У2»•••>¥„) is the column-vector of independent variables. If C, and 
С 2 are two covarlance matrices then the condition of the embedment of 
the corresponding ellipsoids of concentration (the first one Is inside 
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the second one) can be expressed in the form: c7 :* Co (i.e. the 
matrix С. -С- is nonnegative definite). 

Therefore the theorem 1 is equivalent to the matrix inequality 
ВГ0В Js B!PRB(BTRVEB)"',BTRB (7) 

which must be valid for any symmetric positive definite matrix R (note 
that the nonsingularity of the matrix В RVRB needs a special proof, 
see below). 

Let us proof the inequality (7). First we show that the matrix 
BTRVRB is really nonsingular. Let y6lR.s , then (BTRVRBy,y) -
= (VRBy.KBy) and the latter quantity is equal to 0 only if the vec
tor RBy is orthogonal to L. But BTR,3C L (see ) , so (RBy.By) = 
= 0 in contradiction to the positive definiteness of R. 

The Inequality (7) means that for any vector ye lit3 

(BTQBy,y) ̂  (BTRB(BTRVRB)"1BIRBy,y) . 

It is equivalent to the condition that for any vector w 6 В1R-S 

(Qw,w) £ (RB(BTRVRB)~1BTRw,w) . (8) 
We shall prove a more strong condition that (S) holds for any vector 

T T w6 L. Denote P • I - v-vi - v 2
v2 * n e orthogonal projective matrix 

of the m-dlmensional vector space onto the subspace L. Then Pw=w, 
PB=B, BTP=B and (8) can be rewritten in the form 

(Qw.w) > (PRPB(BTPRPVFRPB)~1BTPRPwtw) 
or 

(Qw.w) £ (R1B(BrR1VR1B)"1BII'R1w,w) , (9) 
where R.=SBS is a symmetric matrix with two null eigenvectors v. 
and v_ and the positive eigenspace L. 

The further transformations are performed only in the subspace 
L where Q,R. and V (Q«V~ ) are symmetric positive definite operators. 
Therefore (9) is equivalent to 

(R~1QR~1w,w) ̂  (B(BTR1VR1B)"1BTw,w) 
or 

((B,™,)" 1»,»)^ (B(B TR 1VR 1Br 1B Tw,w) . (10) 
The operator G-(R 1VR 1)~ 1 is also symmetric and positive definite 
in h, thus (10) is equivalent to the following condition: 

(Gw,w) ̂  (B(BTG~1B)~1BTw,w) (11) 
for any symmetric positive definite operator G in L and for any vec
tor Wfli. 
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Let us prove (11). Consider the symmetric operator К = G -
- B(B G В) В in L. Denote by L. and I>2 two linear subspaces in L: 
L. = G В 3 and lo is the orthogonal complement to BJR 3. It is 
easy to show that the operator К equals 0 in L. and equals G in L_. 
Thus (11) is valid for w€ L. and for w^Lg. 

Suppose that (11) is not valid everywhere in L, i.e. the opera
tor К has a negative eigenvector: Kw = >.w, Л < 0 . Evidently, the vec
tor w should be orthogonal to L. because Ъ. is the subspace of the 
null eigenepace of the К operator. It is easy to show that L.n L

2«(0} 
and dim. L. + dim L_ = dim L , thus the w vector could be decomposed 
as w = w 1 + w, , where w^ L 1 and w 2€ L 2 • I n e n 

(Kw 2,w 2) в (KCw-w^.Wj) = (A w,w 2) . A (w.w-w.,) = A |(wK < 0 , 
but on the other hand (Kw 2,w 2) = (Gw 2,w 2) ̂  0. The obtained contra
diction proves the inequality (11) and, as a consequence, the theorem. 

4. A numerical experiment. For experimentators it is of great 
interest to do a certain numerical comparison of the estimate mini
mizing I with the one minimizing the sum of the marginal X s 

conventionally used in practice. To obtain numerical values of their 
statistical characteristics we have made a numerical experiment using 
the example cited in : so-called isobar model of pion-nucleon in
teractions near Д ,, production threshold, namely the reaction 
•к'р -» л"зг +п . This reaction is the major one at the energies lower 
1 Gev. We have taken a simplified version of this model described in 

The joint probability density for energies E-, E_ of the secon-
/3/ 1 * dary pions is 

•2 \вВ.^\'г + |bR2|2 + 2j*'0 Re [ a R ^ R g ] , (12) b2F ~ . - ,2 . ,,.„ ,2 

1 

"o B ^ E 2 

where a = -V2/15 a, - 1/VJ a-e 1^ , b * V8/135 a, - 1/^27 a..ei<p 

For other quantities we have used the same conventions as in : 
к f П у/г t R /Jj_y/2 

1 V 2 J t P ; ; ^ c - W ^ - l i r , ' 2 V 2 J t p 2 ' W o - W 2 3 - 5 i r i 

П| is а Д 3, width, 60 o is its mass, & ) 1 3 and 40 2, are the effective 
masses of 9C~n and n a systems at the final state respectively, 
p.,, p 2 are the Д 3, momenta in the center-of-mass reaction. 

In expression (12) the parameters a., a,, CO are unknown and are 
to be estimated. But any one of them can be calculated from two others 
via the normalization condition 

(> 



к ъ% 
ЬЕ1ЬЕг 

d ъ^е1вг 

In fact there are only two independent parameters» let them be a. 
and a,. We have chosen the "true" values of parameters a. = 8, 
О J о • 

a 3 = 1, <f * 4.23. 
The accuracy of a joint estimator of the parameters a 1, a, is 

described by its ellipse of concentration centered at the point 
(a.,,a,). The equations of the concentration ellipses for our two es
timators have been calculated by a computer using the formulae ob
tained in Sect.3.She figure represents the ellipse of concentration 
of the estimate minimizing the sum of the marginal ~]L 's (the solid 
curve) and that of the estimate minimizing T (the dotted curve). 
The equations of these ellipses are 

4.8 (a^aj) 2 + 7.2 (a-j-a*)2 + 1.9 (а,-а*) (*3-а°) - 4000 
and 

17.3 (a,-a*)2 + 13-5 (a 3-a|) 2 - 9.5 (a.,-a°) (a3-a|) = 4000 
respectively. It is clearly seen that the proposed estimate is 
at least twice more accurate than the previously used one. 

a3b 

ad 
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Чернов Н.И. и др. Е5-88-98 
Эффективность оценок параметров многомерных распределений 
по одномерным выборочным частотам 

»D UdGuief изучается оценка параметров многомерного распределения вероят
ностей в экспериментах, в которых данные представлены в виде одномерных 
гистограмм. Для этой модели авторами была предложена статистика в виде 
квадратичной формы от наблюдаемых частот, имеющая предельное распределение 
у . В работе доказывается эффективность оценки, которая минимизирует зна
чение этой статистики, в классе всех несмещенных оценок, полученных путем 
минимизации квадратичных форм от наблюдаемых частот. Разработанный метод 
применен к модели расчета распределения энергий вторичных пионов в изобар
ной модели пион-нуклонных взаимодействий с образованием дополнительного 
пиона. Численные расчеты показывают более чем двукратный выигрыш в точности 
оценок. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории вычислительной техники и автоматизации 
ОИЯИ. 

Сообщение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1988 

Chernov N.I. et al. E5-88-98 
Efficiency of the Estimators of Multivariate Distribution 
Parameters from the One-Dimensional Observed Frequencies 

Parameter estimation for multivariate probability distributions is 
studied in experiments where data are presented as one-dimensional hys-
tograms. For this model authors have proposed a statistics defined as a 
quadratic form of the observed frequencies which has a limiting y^distri-
bution. In the present paper the efficiency of the estimator minimizing the 
value of that statistics is proved within the class of all unI based 
estimates obtained via minimization of quadratic forms of observed frequen
cies. The elaborated method was applied to the physical problem of analy
sis of the secondary pion energy distribution in the isobar model of pion-
nucleon interactions with the production of an additional pion. The nume
rical experiments showed that the accuracy of estimation is twice as much 
if comparing the conventional methods. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing 
Techniques and Automation, JINR. 

Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Reatarch. Duboa 1988 
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